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Second Day of Protests Turn to Violence and Looting  

Despite Faith Leaders Pleas for Peace 
 
A second day of demonstrations over the death of George Floyd converged Saturday in 
Downtown Las Vegas and devolved into protesters vandalizing cars, breaking store windows, 
and looting one business. The unrest prompted Las Vegas Metropolitan Police officers to deploy 
tear gas and arrest 103 people.  
 
Before protests began, faith leaders with the Sheriff’s Multi-Cultural Advisory Council called for 
calm and order. Protests remained peaceful for several hours, but as the crowd swelled 
between 1,500 to 2,000 people.  Tensions were stoked by acts of violence, which included one 
protester hurling a cinder block at one officer, injuring him as others were pelted with rocks. A 
total of 11 officers received injuries that ranged from abrasions to broken bones, yet none were 
hospitalized.  
 
Almost 300 Las Vegas Metropolitan Police officers were deployed to areas throughout 
downtown. Protests began at Container Park on Fremont and South 7th streets and stretched 
throughout the downtown area from the Clark County Detention Center on South Casino Center 
Drive to the Federal Courthouse on South Las Vegas Boulevard and East Bridger Avenue. 
 
When officers attempted to stem the tide of violence by ordering the crowd to disperse, 
protesters defied lawful orders. Following several warnings to the crowd, police deployed 
canisters of tear gas just after midnight.  
 
Some of the protesters broke off, tagged buildings and destroyed property. An EZ Pawn on Las 
Vegas Boulevard was broken into and looted. One patrol car was burned and two additional 
cars were damaged along with city and county buildings. The LVMPD is still working to assess 
the damage.  
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